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Abstract—In this paper, we present THETA, a configurable model checking framework. The goal of the framework is to support the design, execution and evaluation of abstraction refinement-based reachability analysis algorithms for models of different formalisms. It enables the definition of input formalisms, abstract domains, model interpreters, and strategies for abstraction and refinement. Currently it contains front-end support for transition systems, control flow automata and timed automata. The built-in abstract domains include predicates, explicit values, zones and their combinations, along with various refinement strategies implemented for each. The configurability of the framework allows the integration of several abstraction and refinement methods, this way supporting the evaluation of their advantages and shortcomings. We demonstrate the applicability of the framework by use cases for the safety checking of PLC, hardware, C programs and timed automata models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays there are several model checking tools implementing algorithms for different formalisms. Most tools focus on a specific algorithm and formalism to solve a particular verification task efficiently. However, as new tasks emerge, more generic tools are also needed since the appropriate formalism and algorithm are usually not known initially.

THETA† is a generic, modular and configurable model checking framework, aiming to support the development and evaluation of abstraction refinement-based algorithms for the reachability analysis of different formalisms. The main distinguishing characteristic of THETA is its architecture that allows the combination of various abstract domains, interpreters, and strategies for abstraction and refinement, applied to models of various formalisms with higher level language front-ends.

THETA primarily aims to support researchers by providing a framework where new components and combinations can easily be implemented, evaluated and compared. Concrete tools were also built for the verification of transition systems, control flow automata and timed automata, combining different abstract domains (including predicates, explicit values and zones) and refinement strategies (including interpolation and unsat cores). Measurement results show strong dependency on the models and analysis components, motivating the need for a configurable framework. Furthermore, we also used THETA for education at our university, where students implemented model checkers using components from the framework.

Related tools. Abstraction refinement is a widely used approach for model checking software. Several tools, e.g. SLAM [1], BLAST [2] and SATABS [3] are based on predicate abstraction. Lazy abstraction tools like IMPACT [4] and WOLVERINE [5] use Craig interpolation to compute abstractions over the predicate domain without expensive post-image computation. Some tools apply abstraction refinement over domains other than predicates: the tool DAGGER [6] supports refinement for octagon and polyhedra domains, and the algorithm ViNTA [7] applies abstraction refinement over intervals. Frameworks CPACHECKER [8] and UFO [9] support configurability by the definition of abstract domains, post operators and refinement strategies, but only targeting software models. The LTSMIN tool supports various formalisms through its Partitioned Next-State Interface (PINS) [10]. However, its main focus is on symbolic and parallel model checking algorithms. Our THETA framework aims to combine the concept of configurability with formalism independence: the core analysis algorithms can be implemented independently of the input formalisms, and relevant combinations of them can be selected to verify models of several input formalisms.

In this paper we focus on the architecture of THETA (Section II) and the use cases demonstrating the efficient use of the tools that are derived from the framework (Section III).

II. ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 1 shows the architecture of THETA. The main parts of the framework are the formalism and language front-ends, the analysis back-end and the SMT solver interface.

A. Formalisms and language front-ends

One goal of the THETA framework is to enable the analysis of several formalisms. Formalisms are usually low level, mathematical representations based on first order logic expressions and graph like structures. Each formalism supports higher level languages that can be mapped to that particular formalism by a language front-end (consisting of a specific parser and possibly reductions for simplification of the model). Currently, transition systems, control flow automata and timed automata are the supported formalisms with front-ends for higher level languages as AIGER, PLC, C programs and UPPAAL XTA.
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models. Section III describes instantiations of the framework for each of these formalisms.

B. Analysis back-end

The analysis back-end consists of three main parts: the abstract domain, the interpreter and the abstraction refinement loop for reachability analysis, with the interpreter being dependent on the formalisms. The basis of the analysis is an abstract domain with a set of abstract states, its bottom element and a partial order over the states. The accuracy of a given analysis is represented by an element of a set of precisions. Moreover, the formalism for which the analysis is performed defines a set of actions. Given a precision, an interpreter defines an abstract operational semantics over the abstract domain and set of actions. The abstract initial states are given by an init function.

For an action, the abstract successors of a state are computed by a transfer function. An action function determines for an abstract state a set of actions that are enabled from that state. The reachability analysis is performed by the abstraction refinement loop. As usual for lazy abstraction methods [4], its central data structure is an abstract reachability tree (ART), with nodes annotated with abstract states that represent over-approximations of reachable states along a given path, and edges annotated with actions. The ART is manipulated by the two main components of the loop. Using an interpreter, the abstractor constructs the ART w.r.t. the current precision and an abstraction strategy, i.e. when to expand a node or cover it by another node. If no target (i.e., unsafe) nodes are encountered, the constructed ART serves as an evidence for the safety of the input model. Otherwise, given a target node, the refiner is invoked to analyze the abstract path for feasibility. If the path is feasible, it is a counterexample to safety. Otherwise, the refiner carries out its refinement strategy to ensure that the analysis can continue without encountering the same spurious counterexample again (refinement progress). This can typically be achieved by pruning nodes and computing a new analysis precision (overapproximation-driven approach), or by uncovering nodes and strengthening labels (underapproximation-driven approach), both of which includes partial deconstruction of the ART.

Currently, built-in domains in THETA include predicates, explicit values, zones and their combinations. There are also interpreters provided for transition systems, control flow automata and timed automata. A default abstractor implementation is built-in that relies on the domain and the interpreter, also parameterizable with a search strategy. Interpolation and unsat core-based refinement strategies are provided for formalisms that are described with first order logic expressions.

C. SMT solver interface

The framework provides a general SMT solver interface that supports incremental solving, unsat cores, and the generation of binary and sequence interpolants. The solver interface can be used by the analysis components. Typically, the partial order over states and the transfer function are implemented in terms of queries to an SMT solver. A refiner component may use the interface to check feasibility of an abstract path and to generate interpolants or unsat cores for abstraction refinement. Currently, the interface is implemented by the SMT solver Z3 [11], but it can easily be extended with new solvers.
D. Extending and instantiating the framework

The framework can easily be extended with new formalisms and analyses. As an example, suppose that one wants to add support for the reachability checking of Petri nets [12]. First, the formalism has to be implemented, which is a collection of simple classes representing places, transitions and arcs of Petri nets. A possible language front-end could be the standard PNML format for Petri nets.

In order to perform reachability checking, the analysis back-end has to be extended as well. Petri nets can be described with first order logic formulas, for example by representing places (marked with tokens) with integer variables and transitions as FOL expressions adding/subtracting from places. Therefore, some abstract domains (such as predicates and explicit values) along with abstraction and refinement strategies (such as interpolation) work out of the box if the interpreter is implemented. An action of a Petri net can be implemented as the expression describing a transition and the action function as the collection of all transitions. The init and transfer functions also work out of the box for the abstract domains mentioned before.

Instantiating an executable tool from the framework (see examples in Section III) is also straightforward. A (command line or GUI) application has to be written that takes the parameters (path of the input model, domain, abstraction and refinement strategies, etc.), parses the input model using the language front-ends and instantiates and runs the analysis.

III. USE CASES

A. THETA for transition systems

The tool THETA-STS is an instantiation of the THETA framework for reachability analysis of (symbolic) transition systems, based on an earlier, preliminary version [13]. As input language, the tool supports the AIGER format (also used in the Hardware Model Checking Competition [14]) and an intermediate language for describing PLC models [15]. The tool relies on the built-in predicate and explicit value domains and refinement strategies based on binary interpolation, sequence interpolation and formulas from unsat cores. Some additional utilities are also implemented, for example inferring the initial precision and simplifying the input system.

Figure 2 (from [16]) shows a heatmap of the execution time of 20 analysis configurations on 12 hardware (hw) and 6 PLC models. White squares correspond to a timeout. Configurations are abbreviated with the first letter of the domain (predicate, explicit), the refinement strategy (binary interpolation, sequence interpolation, unsat cores), the initial precision (empty, property-based) and the exploration strategy (DFS, BFS). The heatmap shows that no single configuration can verify all models and the execution time is very diverse, motivating the need for a configurable framework.

B. THETA for control flow automata

The tool THETA-CFA is an instantiation of the THETA framework for the reachability analysis of control flow automata. As input language, the tool supports a subset of C, enhanced by various size reduction techniques such as compiler optimizations and program slicing methods [17]. This tool uses the same built-in abstract domains and refinement strategies as the THETA-STS tool, only the interpreter differs.

Figure 3 (from [17]) presents a heatmap of the verification time of 16 analysis configurations on 9 models from SV-COMP [18], selected from those categories that are currently supported by our C frontend. Configurations are abbreviated with the first letter of the slicing method (none, backward, value, thin), the compiler optimizations (true, false) and the exploration strategy (DFS, BFS). Similarly to transition systems, different configurations are more suitable for different input models.

C. THETA for timed automata

The tool THETA-XTA is an instantiation of the THETA framework for reachability checking of timed automata. As input language, the tool supports a subset of the UPPAAL
As can be seen from the data, in general, the α₈,LU-based algorithm performs better in terms of execution time, but the interpolation based algorithms might construct a significantly smaller ART, thus easy configurability of the tool pays off.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we introduced THETA, a configurable model checking framework for abstraction refinement-based reachability analysis for different formalisms. We described the architecture that helps to implement, evaluate and combine various algorithms in a modular way for different formalisms. We also demonstrated the applicability of the framework by use cases for the verification of hardware, PLC, software and timed automata models. Results of the evaluation with configuring and combining different analysis modules support the need for a generic framework, such as THETA.

Future work. At the moment the framework focuses on flexibility rather than performance (hence it is not yet intended to be competitive with highly optimized implementations). We are currently extending both the supported formalisms and to be competitive with highly optimized implementations. We also plan to experiment with novel, state-of-the-art algorithms, e.g., abstractions over data variables for timed automata.
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